Computer simulation methods have enjoyed widespread use in healthcare system investigation and improvement. Most reported applications use discrete event simulation, though there are also many reports of the use of system dynamics. There are few reports of the use of agent-based simulations (ABS). This is curious, because healthcare systems are based on human interactions and the ability of ABS to represent human intention and interaction makes it an appealing approach. Tools exist to support both conceptual modelling and model implementation in ABS and these are illustrated with a simple example from an emergency department.
HEALTHCARE SYSTEM SIMULATION MODELLING
Simulation methods have long been used to model elements of healthcare systems with a view to understanding and improvement. Literature reviews of simulation approaches in healthcare systems improvement include Fone (2003) , Jun et al (1999) and Gűnal and Pidd (2005) ; and Brailsford (2007) discusses some of the challenges to be faced by those attempting such work. Brailsford follows Koelling and Schwand (2005) in dividing healthcare simulation applications into those concerned with the strategy and policy level, the tactical and operational level, and with disease prevention and epidemiology. Here we are concerned with the first two levels, which we capture under the general idea of healthcare system simulation. Becker et al (2005) argues that there are two intended uses of simulation models; descriptive models that are used for description, explanation and prediction; and normative models that are used for decision support purposes. However, this binary view seems too restrictive. Discussing OR/MS modelling in general, Pidd (2009) suggests four archetypal uses: decision automation, routine decision support, system investigation and improvement and providing insights for debate. Heath et al. (2009) , focusing on agentbased simulation, suggests three different archetypal approaches to simulation modelling, based on the modeller's level of understanding of the system to be simulated. As shown in Figure 1 , Heath et al argue that, when the level of understanding is high, a simulation can be used as a predictor; that is, as a machine that produces clear predictions about the system's behaviour under defined conditions. When the level of understanding is low, Heath et al suggests the use of a simulation model as a generator to support the generation of hypotheses and theories about system behaviour, but not in a precise manner. When the level of understanding is neither high nor low, Heath et al suggests that a simulation model be used as a mediator, which provides insight into the behaviour of the system without offering a complete representation of that behaviour. Clearly, these are three archetypal positions and many models will display characteristics that make them a mixture of predictor and mediator, or mediator and generator. These three tally, more or less, with the last three of the four types suggested by Pidd. 
Modes of model use
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Simulation modelling approaches
Discrete event simulation (DES), system dynamics (SD) and agent-based simulation (ABS) are the main three approaches used when simulating healthcare systems. The typology of Heath et al, suggests that discrete event methods are best suited to use as predictors, or mediators, or somewhere between the two. Hence it should be no surprise that discrete event methods have enjoyed widespread use in healthcare modelling as documented in the literature reviews. Many SD models have also been developed (Brailsford 2007) , though these seem to be fewer than DES models. SD models seem best suited to be used as generators; see Lane et al (2000) as an example of such an approach. What then of agent-based methods? Their use will be more formally considered later, but they seem best suited as mediators or, possibly, as generators. ABS models may offer ways to provide insight and to generate hypotheses about system behaviour by representing this as a result of the interaction of individual agents. However, the literature contains very few examples of ABS for healthcare system modelling, whatever the intended mode of use.
HUMAN PERFORMANCE MODELLING
In non-healthcare domains such as manufacturing, simulation methods have been used in human performance modelling (Kuljis, Paul, and Stergioulas 2007) . Baines et al (2004) argues that errors in predicting performance in manufacturing system simulations are mainly due to inadequate representations of human behaviour in simulation models. Specifically, they suggest that it may be necessary for models to incorporate relationships between the performance of a person and the factors that affect that performance. In healthcare systems, perhaps even more than in manufacturing systems, the need for human discretion, contact and interaction suggest the importance of considering human behaviour. According to Kuljis, Paul, and Stergioulas (2007) , performance metrics are taken seriously in healthcare as a way to monitor performance levels and quality of care. However, a single-dimensional focus on particular metrics, such as those related to waiting times for treatment of admission to hospital have often over-ridden reasonable clinical priorities. It seems that the performance measurement systems in place act as incentives to encourage particular aspects of performance. For example, from the mid-2000s to 2010, EDs in the UK NHS were set targets to complete the treatment of 98% of patients within 4 hours and some argued that this led to the distortion of clinical priorities. This suggests that the effect of incentives and other aspects of human performance are very important in healthcare. Therefore, in order to better understand the performance, it seems sensible to consider the inclusion of human performance factors in simulation models.
Human performance modelling in discrete event simulation
Some elements of human performance have long been included in DES models, usually by representing people as resources or as entities with multiple attributes that carry parameter values. The parameter values both define and are a result of human behaviour. Garnett and Bedford (2004) suggests that there are four main elements of human behaviour incorporated in DES models, albeit with limitations.
1. Human workload capacity, multi-tasking and attention span: usually focusing on the structure of a task, rather than on the person performing it. 2. Physiological and environmental factors such as age, time of the day, light, temperature or noise, which are usually outside a person's control. 3. Decision making processes: incorporated in different ways, ranging from simple ‗either/or' rules to rules that allow evaluation of different strategies by linking the DES model with an expert system. 4. Human psychological factors such as motivation: including emotion, cognition and social status.
Within the healthcare system simulation literature, Brailsford and Schmidt (2003) describes a model that captures patient's motivation to attend for screening for diabetic retinopathy when offered an appointment. The model was based on a previous DES study of screening for diabetic retinopathy in a group of patients, in which the probability of attendance was constant for every patient (Davies et al. 2000) . The motivation of patients to attend was implemented in the later model by adding more fields to the attributes of patient records to cover their physical, emotional, cognitive and social states. This example shows the potential for including human behaviour in DES models and leads to a more accurate way of modelling attendances for screening. However, this approach to modelling patient behaviour does not consider interactions with clinicians and others.
Another example is Gűnal and Pidd (2006) , which describes a DES model of the process flow of patients through an A&E department. The model represents the multitasking behaviour of medical staff by fragmenting each doctor and nurse into M parts so that the workload triggers multitasking behaviour. Although this is a good example of representing human behaviour and decision making processes in a model, one of the limitations of this method is that it ignores any other possible factors that may affect the multitasking behaviour. These factors may depend, for example, on the doctors' interactions with patients, other medical staff and their working environment.
Human performance modelling in system dynamics
Though system dynamics (SD) applications in healthcare are not as common as DES (Brailsford and Harper 2008) , there is a considerable literature in this area (Bayer et al. 2007; De Vries and Beekman 1998; Gonzales-Busto and García 1999; Lattimer et al. 2004; Leischow and Milstein 2006; Sardiwal 2007) . Several studies investigate the relationship between healthcare demand, healthcare capacity and waiting times under different scenarios and incorporate behavioural assumptions Lane et al. 2000; Royston et al. 1999; Van Ackere and Smith 1999; Wolstenholme 1993 Wolstenholme , 1999 .
In 1995, the OR Group of the UK Department of Health (Royston et al. 1999) began to use system dynamics to understand and improve the performance of Emergency Departments. The initial aim was to expose the structure of the UK healthcare system by considering the interactions among its different parts. The idea was to help different healthcare stakeholders develop their understanding of system behaviour resulting from system structure. This work demonstrated important relationships among different sectors of the healthcare system, such as the observation that longer waiting times in GP consultations tend to elevate the number of arrivals at emergency departments. Another important finding in this model is that behaviour changes (e.g. willingness to admit) have a greater effect than changes in capacity. Lane et al (2000) describes the use of SD to understand the different factors contributing to the long delays for unplanned, urgent admission to acute hospitals in the UK and to explore the dynamics of the system of which the emergency department is one element. The model considers interactions between the demand pattern, ED resource deployment, other hospital processes and bed capacity. The main finding is that although some delays in the patient's pathway are inevitable, a selected augmentation of A&E resources may lead to some reductions in those delays. Additionally, the study demonstrated that reductions in bed capacity have more impact on elective surgery cancelations than on waiting times for emergency admissions.
In summary, most SD applications have investigated the relationships between healthcare demand, healthcare capacity and within-hospital delays; others have investigated the interactions between different units of a hospital and other sectors of the healthcare system
AGENT BASED MODELLING AND SIMULATION
The term -agent‖ is used in different ways in different disciplines such as artificial intelligence, social science, complex science, game theory; however, there are several views about what an agent is (Borshcev and Filippov 2004) . In general terms, an agent can be defined as an autonomous entity which makes decisions based on a set of rules (Bonabeau 2002) . A broader definition considers an agent as an entity that possesses skills and resources and is capable of acting, perceiving and communicating, with behaviour driven by a set of tendencies (Ferber 1998) . Although there are several different definitions of agent, there is some agreement: in complex adaptive systems, agents are the decision making components. That is, an agent can be seen as anything that makes choices in a system (North and Macal 2007) . Moving beyond this general concept to consider agent-based modelling, an agent must be responsive, proactive and social (Wooldridge 2002) . Thus agents must have attributes to make them uniquely identifiable individuals with behaviours that interact with one another to produce system behaviour. Additional characteristics such as adaptation, goal-direction and heterogeneity are often useful but not always required (Macal and North 2010) .
In general, agent-based modelling and simulation (ABMS) is used to study complex systems that include agent entities whose dynamic behaviour is caused by and causes the state of the system (Shi and Brooks 2010) . Although the term complexity may have different definitions, in general a complex system consists of interconnected components that work together in order to meet an objective and interchange resources and information with the environment (Tan, Wen, and Awad 2005). Therefore, in agent-based terms, a system is modelled as a set of heterogeneous agents that create overall behaviour through their interactions (Bonabeau 2002; Macal and North 2008; North and Macal 2007 ) . An agent-based simulation is a multi-agent system in which agent behaviours and interactions are simulated for a particular purpose (Van Dyke Parunak et al. 1998; Borshcev and Filippov 2004; Macal and North 2010) .
ABMS tools
There are several software toolkits for building ABMS applications, including free implementations of very simple approaches such as NetLogo. Published surveys of toolkits available for ABMS modelling consider aspects such as the domain where the toolkit is intended to be used, the programming language required to build the model, the possibility for visual programming and whether the software is open source ( Repast Simphony (also known as Repast S) was chosen for the ABMS work in this project, though that is the subject of another paper.
ABMS MODELLING OF EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTS
A large and growing body of literature describes the use of DES and SD models in Emergency Department (ED) studies. However there are few reports of the use of ABMS for this purpose. Kanagarajah et al.(2006) describes a hypothetical ABMS of an Emergency Department intended to demonstrate the effects of fluctuations in workload and economic forces on patient safety. The agents included are: patients, doctors, nurses, technicians, treatment rooms and managers, and all are programmed to aim for minimizing preventable adverse events while managing patient's outcomes. Patients are attended based on their condition, the time spent by medical staff with patients depends on demand pressures and patient characteristics, and doctors may work faster or in busy periods to clear excessive queues. The interactions among the agents within the model are defined by elementary rules of decision making, movement and action. This is a clear illustration of the potential use of ABMS in modelling EDs. As in the non ABMS model of Gűnal (2008) , medical staff modify their behaviour based on the workload. The behaviour of the doctors is represented by changes in the speed of the work but overlooks other aspects of doctor behaviour: such as the actions or decisions that staff can take. For example, a doctor might decide to ask for more investigations on a patient in order to give a more accurate diagnosis when not under pressure to discharge a patient soon and may not do so when very busy. Stainsby et al.(2009) describes a preliminary conceptual ABMS model of an ED model with 5 classes of agent: patients, companions of patients, administrative staff, nurses and doctors.. The conceptual model shows patient flows and interactions among agents. Stainsby et al discuss the importance of modelling human factor in emergency departments based on the idea that humans are physiologically and psychologically complex and therefore interactions among people can get much more complex. The purpose of this model is to help understand some important questions about people's behaviour in an emergency department. For instance, they suggest that using the ABMS will support increased understanding of why some patients leave an emergency department while waiting for triage, or how the implementation of a fast track system affects the level of service as perceived by the patient. The general layout of the model shows agent interaction in each stage of the pathway. The rules of interactions between agents are based on the agent that starts the interaction; though it is not clear how these interactions may occur.
Issues to be faced in using ABMS to model emergency departments
One of the main challenges when developing simulation models is to keep a model as simple as possible whilst including the essential of the system needed to achieve the objectives of the simulation (Robinson 2004) . A further complication is that different people may have different levels of understanding of a particular system, therefore designing a model that can be accepted by different people and that allows variations in levels of complexity is a real challenge for modellers (Onggo 2010) . Although there is no single accepted definition of conceptual modelling, it can be said that conceptual modelling deals with abstracting appropriate levels of simplification of a system (Robinson 2004; Pidd 1994) . Onggo (2010) classifies conceptual models into three categories: textual representations, pictorial representations and multifaceted representations. Within DES, common pictorial representations include Activity Cycle Diagrams, Process Flow Diagrams and Event Relationship Diagrams. Within SD, Causal Loop Diagrams or Stock and Flow diagrams (Sterman 2000) . There exists no single pictorial scheme that provides a complete conceptual representation of an Agent Based Model (Onggo 2010) . Multifaceted representations contain both diagrams and a textual representation of different conceptual model components. One of the most common multifaceted representations used in software engineering is Unified Modelling Language (UML).
Conceptual modelling: agents and agent behaviour
When developing ABMS it is crucial to represent the two main parts of an agent-based model: agents and agent behaviours (North and Macal 2007) . Gilbert and Terna (2000) suggests that the modeller should first define the capabilities of the agents, the actions they can perform and the characteristics of the environment that surrounds them. They introduce a general scheme to build ABMS: ERA, the Environment-Rules-Agents scheme, in which the environment represents the context through rules, general data and the agents. Agent behaviour is defined by two types of rules: master rules that represent the cognition of the agent called, and maker rules that modify the master rules. The ERA scheme can be applied to represent a general ABMS of an ED in which the main actors may be patients, nurses, doctors and managers, each with basic tasks to perform. Patients arrive at the department and can stay or leave, most likely based on their own preferences or conditions. Those who decide to stay may need to wait at any point of the process if the for their service are not yet correct. Patients also engage in diverse activities, some of which involve other patients and many of which involve clinicians and department resources. Nurses triage patients and that triage depends on the condition of the patients, and may need to be present during treatment, assessment or reassessment. As with doctors, nurses may need to multi-task, seeing multiple patients at the same time. Doctors assess, treat and reassess patients, if necessary and these tasks may depend on factors such as: patient condition, time of the day, patient's time in the system, internal regulations and standards imposed by the department and personal attitudes. Therefore when doctor is choosing a patient to asses may consider not only the clinical priorities of patients but these other factors too. As with nurses, doctors may switch between patients to see multiple patients simultaneously.
Conceptual modelling: ABMS implementation
The context contains the different agents which interact to each other using the environment: for example Patients, Nurses, Doctors and the Department (which plays the role of manager). Each agent has simple rules of behaviour. For instance, a particular doctor may choose a patient based on a set of specific master rules based on the condition of the patient and the time spent by that patient within the department. However, that doctor can adapt or learn from the system and modify those rules using a set of maker rules. Figure 2 shows a simple ERA scheme for an Emergency Department model. Once the agents and their behaviour are defined, it is necessary to develop a model detailed conceptual representation that can form the basis for model coding. ABMS are usually implemented in an object-oriented platform, for which UML is a generally accepted form of conceptual representation. (Bauer and Odell 2005 ). An advantages of using UML in modelling is that its symbols facilitate the verification and validation process, moreover the use of an internationally standardized language can elicit common understanding among different stakeholders (Martin et al. 2011) .
UML 2.0 includes thirteen types of diagrams to represent static application structure, behaviour and interactions (Onggo 2010 ) of which Use Case Diagrams, State Diagrams, Activity Diagrams, Class Diagrams, and Object Diagrams appears useful in ABMS (North and Macal 2007) . Onggo (2010) suggests, in addition, that Sequence Diagrams and Collaboration Diagrams can be also used to represent interactions of the model.
Use Case Diagrams provide a specification of actions that agents can perform with outside actors (Odell, Van Dyke Parunak, and Bauer 2001) as shown in Figure 3 . 
CONCLUSIONS
It seems that there is considerable scope for the use of agent-based simulation approaches in healthcare system modelling, though there are very few reports of its use. Such models sit between the detail that is possible in a discrete event simulation and the broader treatment of system dynamics models. This paper has provided a general description of the possible potential of ABMS in healthcare, linking this to different modes of model use. Given the importance of human interaction and intention in emergency care, there is an opportunity for people skilled in agent-based modelling and simulation to make a contribution towards its improvement. As with all approaches to computer simulation, before descending into model coding, it seems important to dwell on the conceptualisation of a model, though there is, as yet, no widely agreed approach to this for ABMS. As shown here, UML-based multi-facetted representations have much to commend them, given the somewhat complex interactions and behaviours to be represented in an ABS model and the need to link agent classes to their behaviours, whilst maintaining a conceptual distinction between the agents and their behaviours.. AMBS software support is continually improving, ranging from simple systems such as NetLogo and fully configured toolkits such as Repast Simphony. The latter includes some tools to support graphical model building, but these are nowhere near the level of sophistication and ease of use enjoyed by developers of discrete event and system dynamics simulations.
This suggests that more widespread use of agent-based approaches in healthcare system simulation will depend on the development of better and more widely adopted conceptualisation and implementation tools. It will also depend on the availability of trained modellers, though it seems likely that this will in turn depend, in part at least, on developments in conceptualisation and implementation. 
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